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A framework of linked cause and effect relationships (models) is derived for use in intelligent vehicle highway systems (IVHS) project and operational test evaluation. IVHS has the potential for greatly increased mobility, measured in travel opportunities and benefits, as well as considerable potential for improved transportation system operation. The framework avoids serious underestimation of the mobility and other user benefits from IVHS and allows the estimation of the effects of IVHS on aggregate volumes of travel and levels of congestion. The mobility benefits of IVHS must be measured at the level of the individual trip-maker, not on the basis of aggregate measures of flow volumes and travel times on the network. This means that the air pollution, safety, fuel consumption, and other flow volume-related impacts of IVHS do not vary in a straightforward way with the sum of the individual user benefits from IVHS. Therefore, the causal model chain for predicting IVHS impacts will vary from the conventional "planning model." The various predictive models required to evaluate IVHS improvements, including the formulation of model inputs, are described. The evaluation framework is intended to help guide the evaluation and selection of IVHS projects on the basis of their site-specific benefits and costs, rather than the desired results. Although the latter is entirely acceptable for planning a research program whose payoff cannot be known in advance, it is necessary to proceed to the next step of carefully evaluating operational field tests and advancing IVHS into its production mode. The causal framework makes it possible to anticipate the important consequences of IVHS and therefore carry out benefit-cost analyses of new investments as well as collect the appropriate data for planning and evaluating operational field tests.

This paper derives a framework of cause and effect relationships (models) for use in intelligent vehicle highway systems (IVHS) project and operational test evaluation. Both of these require appropriate causal models explaining IVHS impacts. If the important consequences of IVHS cannot be anticipated properly, benefit-cost analyses of new investments cannot be carried out, and the appropriate data for evaluating operational field tests cannot be collected.

IVHS differs considerably from conventional transportation capacity increases and operational improvements. What differentiates IVHS strategies from conventional transportation improvements is the development of a user-friendly information infrastructure to complement and increase the productivity of our massive investment in transportation infrastructure (1). The new user and information orientation in transportation, together with the rapid pace of technological change, accounts for much of the current excitement in transportation and the dramatic increase in the number of transportation options being considered today (2). Les Lamm, the executive director of the Highway Users Federation and president of IVHS America, stated at the 1991 TRB Annual Meeting that "IVHS is the most significant transportation initiative of my generation." This puts IVHS in the same category as the Interstate highway system in the promise and excitement it holds for transportation in America.

One would imagine that the benefits of an important transportation program such as IVHS to travelers and society would be well known by now. The truth is that people may be as ignorant now of the consequences of IVHS as they were of the impacts of the Interstate highway program at its inception in the 1950s. The IVHS American "Benefits, Evaluation and Costs" Committee is on record that "substantially lacking are defensible methods for predicting changes (in benefits and costs) which could be brought about as a result of IVHS technology deployment (B. Stephens, personal communication to J. Vostrez, Dec. 2, 1991).

However, transportation planning has changed considerably since the 1950s. Planners now strive to carry out rational investment planning using benefit-cost techniques in an analytic framework. Changed also are the statutory requirements under which transportation improvements are made. The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAA) require explicit consideration of whether transportation improvements produce more, rather than less, air pollution. Indeed, the CAAA established the principle of regional emission budgets and conformity to the emission reduction schedules contained in state implementation plans. With the exception of the 1987 congressionally mandated cost-effectiveness requirement for major transit investments, this appears to be the first significant, federally imposed regulatory performance standard for new transportation investments.

The importance of clean air and IVHS, as well as the uncertainty surrounding the impacts of IVHS as a transportation investment, suggests that improved methods for assessing the benefits of IVHS are required. The key impacts of IVHS must be brought together in a framework that will allow credible estimates of IVHS costs and benefits to be developed. However, the air pollution, fuel consumption, safety, and other travel volume-related impacts of IVHS do not vary in a straightforward way with the sum of the individual user benefits from IVHS. Increased user benefits from travel usually lead to more travel, which then gives rise to more impacts of this travel. Because this direct relationship is not the case with IVHS, as will be shown, the causal framework will differ from the conventional planning model shown in Figure 1.
RELATIONSHIP OF TRANSPORTATION BENEFITS TO IVHS INFORMATION AND CONTROL

IVHS differs from conventional transportation improvements in the way information is communicated and used to increase the benefits from travel and system operation. Information is communicated in real time to the traveler on the transportation system status and operation and on travel services and trip end opportunities. Information is also communicated in real time to the system to improve its traffic (and ultimately its vehicle) control capabilities. Figure 2 shows the relationship of IVHS transportation benefits to various levels of information and control. Control—which is defined here as mandatory—is applicable only at signalized intersections and metered ramps and with degrees of roadway (or guideway) automation. Only vehicles are subject to mandatory control (in a democratic system).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information/Control</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>Intersections and metered ramps</td>
<td>Street and freeway link capacity maximization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Travelers</td>
<td>Pretrip or en route</td>
<td>Multimodal network flow optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>En route</td>
<td>Link and network capacity maximization through automatic control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information/Control</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Travelers</td>
<td>Pretrip or en route</td>
<td>Multimodal network flow optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Travelers</td>
<td>Pretrip or en route</td>
<td>Mobility maximization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>En route</td>
<td>Link and network capacity maximization through automatic control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 2 Relationship of transportation benefits to IVHS information and control (I).

FIGURE 3 Relationship of total benefits to IVHS information and control (II).

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 2, information on highway and multimodal network status, travel conditions, routing, and guidance applies to people (not vehicles). Individual travelers use this information to plan and make all of their travel choices (e.g., mode, time of day, destination, and whether to make the trip at all)—not only the path or mode choice for which the information may be available.

Figure 2 shows that the transportation level-of-service and capacity benefits increase with improved information to the traveler and greater control of the vehicles. Fully automated vehicle operation (with resulting increases in information) will maximize link and network capacity. With automatic vehicle control, it is assumed that users will give up their route and mode control in a pretrip choice to use the system because it provides significant travel time, safety, and other benefits through guideway automation. If users trust the system, they will accept the guidance information on their multimodal options. If they trust the system even more, they will entrust their lives to an automated guideway that maximizes throughput.

RELATIONSHIP OF USER BENEFITS TO IVHS INFORMATION AND CONTROL

The inevitable consequence of the IVHS information infrastructure that will parallel the transportation infrastructure is a paradigm shift in how mobility is measured. When the sole concern was improving the physical transportation infrastructure, improvements were evaluated on the basis of the use of the network. Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) on the network and congestion and travel times on links were the measures of interest. With the development of a parallel information infrastructure, parallel emphasis must be on the use of the information, that is, how travelers use the information to make their travel decisions. Mobility, which is what travelers seek, is measured by the opportunities for, and the benefits from, travel. Figure 3 adds this dimension of information and mobility benefits to the more limited set of network flow benefits shown in Figure 2.
With IVHS, plans can be made to maximize the mobility benefits from travel, rather than produce an elusive level-of-service performance standard. One can anticipate that the new transportation information environment created through IVHS will provide more benefits as a result of the information it gives to travelers than from the shortened trip times it provides. This will result in higher-value use of personal time and resources for work and leisure activities and more productive use of commercial and industrial resources.

This means that IVHS systems will reduce or modify demand in response to the information they provide on congestion and trip end opportunities while providing benefits from increases in effective network capacity. Their contributions to user benefits will therefore result from demand management at the level of trip generation, as well as at the level of route and mode choice, which makes more effective use of existing capacity in the network. In other words, the benefits from such systems will come as much or more from user interactions with the system as from increases in effective network capacity that these systems supply. How this happens is discussed in the next section.

**IVHS Benefits Assessment Framework**

Travel decisions involve a series of trade-offs between the times and costs of travel on all available alternatives and the benefits of travel from engaging in activities at the trip ends. Without adding capacity, the information from IVHS will increase the informed nature of these trade-offs and all of the adjustments people make to minimize their cost of travel (e.g., avoiding congestion). For example, with reliable travel time information, many travelers for whom the benefits of certain trips are small will choose to travel shorter distances, change modes, or forego or defer trips when congestion is heavy. Others may choose to travel to destinations that are farther away or else make more frequent trips with the confidence that they will not be caught in heavy congestion. The net increase in user travel benefits from these travel decisions will be substantial, yet aggregate reductions in VMT and travel times are not likely to reflect these benefits. In fact, the aggregate reductions are likely to be small. They may even be negative.

Another type of IVHS system is one that provides reliable attraction location information and travel directions to unfamiliar drivers at popular tourist destinations (for example, as supplied by the 1992–1993 Travtek demonstration in Orlando). This system is intended to improve travel routing efficiency and minimize the time one spends lost in a strange city. The system, however, is also likely to encourage tourists to visit more attractions and increase the entertainment value of tourists’ vacations. Aggregate VMT and time spent traveling may increase, but mobility and user benefits will increase even more. It is reasonable to conclude that in this case also, the user benefits of IVHS will be much greater than those resulting from reductions (if any) in aggregate travel time and delay.

The traveler utility functions used in assessing the benefits from, and forecasting the travel impacts of, IVHS must therefore be redefined. Doing so will avoid serious underestimation of the user benefits of IVHS while allowing accurate estimation of the resulting aggregate numbers of trips and the link-specific vehicle volumes and conditions of travel on which the flow-related physical impacts of IVHS are based (e.g., accidents, fuel use, air quality). These concepts are brought together in Figure 4, which shows the proposed IVHS benefits assessment framework.

**Differences from Conventional Planning Model**

The major difference between the IVHS benefits assessment framework in Figure 4 and the conventional “planning model” in Figure 1 is that the travel volumes and flow conditions used in calculating the impacts on air quality, energy use, and so on, of an IVHS improvement are not used in calculating the user benefits from the improvement. The IVHS evaluation framework splits the benefit calculations in two parts, with the introduction of real-time travel and trip-end opportunity information provided by IVHS. User benefits are calculated separately from the link travel volumes in the behavioral travel demand model. Therefore, the air pollution, fuel consumption, and other travel volume–related impacts of IVHS are not directly related to the sum of the individual user benefits of IVHS. (Note, however, that Figures 1 and 4 both adhere to the same supply and demand mechanism governing the assessment of benefits from transportation improvements.)

IVHS evaluation therefore requires that changes be made to the data input to the travel demand models. Current travel models are based on average travel times and costs on highway links or scheduled times on transit links. Travel forecasts to evaluate IVHS systems must receive, as input from a traffic simulation model, the travel times and costs on the various

![FIGURE 4 IVHS benefits assessment framework.](image-url)
travel choices provided to travelers in real time. This avoids serious underestimation of the user benefits of IVHS while allowing estimation of the resulting aggregate numbers of trips and the link-specific vehicle volumes and conditions of travel on which the flow-produced physical impacts (e.g., fuel use, safety, and air quality) of IVHS are based.

Demand models for evaluating IVHS must also take into account the fact that information given to travelers on, for instance, highway congestion and route guidance may affect all the travel choices of travelers, not only the route choice for which the information is provided. Behavioral travel models must be able to forecast these changes in trip frequency, destination choice, departure time, mode choice, and so forth. These changes must be predicted at the level of the behavioral unit—the trip itself. Similarly, when evaluating an operational test, the model cannot be restricted to anticipating and measuring only changes in path characteristics (e.g., link volume and travel times). To do so would be to overlook many of the important impacts of IVHS improvements.

Specification of Traveler Utility Functions

The utility functions for our travel demand models must also incorporate variables representing the mobility benefits from engaging in the trip-end activities in the traveler’s newly expanded choice set. These variables are required to calculate the net increase in benefits from, for example, high-value trips to destinations further away, or trips made more frequently with the information from IVHS that the traveler will not be caught in heavy congestion. If motility benefits are not included, comparisons between the new and old (without IVHS) travel times may show negative user benefits from the longer (higher-value) trips made with improved travel information from IVHS.

The utility functions for demand models also will need to incorporate not only the “traditional” travel time and cost variables but also variables describing the IVHS information itself. These may include human factor variables on information sequencing and display and variables describing the new dimensions that the information adds to the value of the traditional level-of-service variables normally included in demand-model utility functions.

The two most important examples of the new variables are likely to be the reliability of the information and the degree of control over the person’s time and life that the new information provides. Travel time reliability has been recognized for decades as an important variable for travel demand forecasting. Its valuation (quantification) in traveler utility functions, however, has been almost entirely lacking. It is currently measured by the variance in travel times on a highway or transit (door-to-door) route. The traveler perceives reliability as the difference between his or her average travel time and day-to-day travel time actually experienced.

There is considerable psychological evidence that a few large negative travel time experiences are much more highly valued than many positive values (negative reinforcement). This is consistent with evidence that as they come to depend on more reliable information, travelers value it highly. This has already happened in logistics and with overnight package delivery. Small package delivery companies track package movements at every step. The fax machine is another example of how new technology has escalated our concern for service quality.

In the case of IVHS, the transportation system will be more able to respond in its allocations of highway and transit capacity to additional traffic and passenger loadings, thus decreasing the severity of travel time fluctuations under many conditions. In addition, as IVHS systems monitor travel conditions in real time and are improved to the extent that they can predict future system loadings and future travel conditions, they will significantly reduce the error in the travel times on the various travel choices presented to travelers by IVHS (i.e., the variance between the travel time presented to travelers and the times they actually encounter).

As important as time is, the most important variable to be considered may be the added control over time that IVHS may ultimately provide. It has been stated that “metropolitan areas have a strong hold on the externalities that promote population growth. Suburbanites want control over the temporal and spatial dimensions of their travel and will pay large sums of money for these” (3).

The desire to control one’s use of time will increase as one’s ability to control it increases. IVHS will allow travelers to control, or at least better manage, their use of time at their trip destinations and the levels of congestion or delays that characterize their travel to those destinations. Thus the control over time that IVHS will provide should make travel time even more valuable.

Valuing IVHS User Benefits

Valuing the user benefits from IVHS requires the use of behavioral travel demand models, as shown in Figure 4. As noted earlier, demand models and survey data at the level of the individual traveler are needed to measure the mobility improvements provided by IVHS. The disaggregate data required to estimate the demand models can be developed from stated preference surveys and carefully evaluated operational tests.

In general, the only transportation system change that should be included in valuing the user benefit of a transportation improvement is the item being changed. For example, in an evaluation of a conventional transit improvement, the only transportation system change that should be input to the demand model is the transit system change. User benefits from this change accrue both to existing transit users and to automobile users who divert to transit as a result of the change. However, the user benefit from an automobile trip diverted to transit is only the change in the utility function value used by the traveler in deciding to switch from automobile to transit. The automobile costs do not enter into this change; only the transit “costs” change. This applies even if automobile service is improved in the process.

In the IVHS context, the change is the (valid) information on the chosen trip, including the trip-end benefit from the trip. A person makes the travel choice that yields the highest utility from weighting the variables in his or her utility function. The utility function is used in the behavioral model to calculate the change in traveler benefit, which is needed to explain (cause) the shift in travel behavior (e.g., route, mode,
Behavioral Travel Demand Models

In the evaluation framework shown in Figure 4, the behavioral demand model is used to forecast the changes in all of the travel choices (path, mode, departure time, trip frequency, destination) to

- Quantify the user benefits from the information supplied to travelers and the improved system performance and
- Calculate the flow volumes and travel conditions on links in the network, which are required as inputs to the models of flow-related physical impacts.

Behavioral travel demand models are needed that explain individual travel behavior. Figure 5 illustrates a model of individual behavior that incorporates IVHS information on activity and travel opportunities (4). The individual has information about a set of opportunities to engage in activities at various locations, some or all of which may involve travel.

Dynamic Travel Models

The IVHS benefits assessment framework in Figure 4 shows that traffic simulation models are used to input initial "supply" conditions into the behavioral travel demand model. For example, it is relatively straightforward to model the effects of improved traffic signal settings from IVHS (ATMS) on a fixed set of link-traffic volumes, using currently available tools such as NETSIM and TRAF-NETSIM. However, because queuing is so characteristic of congested highways, assuming link flows
and travel times to be time invariant does not accurately describe the stochastic nature of congested traffic. For this reason, the framework in Figure 4 separates the initial simulation models from the later dynamic travel models.

Dynamic travel models are intended to analyze the effects of IVHS information on travel volumes and congestion levels in high-volume networks. The state of the art in dynamic assignment and simulation for IVHS is summarized by Mahmasani et al. (9). At present, most dynamic travel models are highway path-choice models, which provide the ability to

- Model the route-choice behavior of drivers with and without access to IVHS information;
- Predict travel times on the basis of the assignment results and provide feedback to the control center that may be used in the assignment of vehicles; and
- Track the location of the drivers who receive guidance information from the control center.

Work on dynamic traffic assignment is moving rapidly for descriptive user equilibrium and normative system optimizing problems. Key research areas are modeling and incorporating the appropriate travel behavior decisions and representing the dynamic (transient) traffic phenomena of congested networks.

Ultimately, dynamic traffic assignment (path choice) models will be fully integrated into the behavioral demand model, as shown in Figure 4. For an example of a model system that combines mode, departure time, and route choice in a dynamic model, with interdependent travel costs, see Boyce et al. (10). The interaction of these models with the models of the other travel choices will be complex because the objective is to model (explain) not only path choice but also, as discussed earlier, the behavior of individuals making, for example, high-value trips to destinations farther away, or trips made more frequently with the information from IVHS that the traveler will not be caught in heavy congestion. The behavioral response to this information is anything but fixed. To be able to model (or simulate) it in a time-varying (dynamic) context, it is necessary to understand the cause-and-effect mechanisms that govern travel behavior. Unfortunately, empirical data on these behaviors are as yet extremely limited.

Regardless of whether they describe time variant or invariant travel and flow conditions, the behavioral travel models used for IVHS evaluation must contain appropriate supply and demand equilibration mechanisms that ensure that the information given to travelers (and input to the travel model) is the same as that produced by the model. This is the only way to assess whether IVHS can permit travel at more efficient speeds and thereby reduce air pollution, and so on. The linkages between all of the travel choice models, however dynamic, must converge on a steady-state output, albeit with the required stochastic distributions of traffic characteristics. This does not preclude modeling the response of travelers over time in all of the travel choice models (including dynamic traffic assignment), as they receive information on time variant travel and trip-end activity conditions.

FLOW-PRODUCED PHYSICAL IMPACT MODELS

The final set of models in the evaluation framework in Figure 4 are the models linking the emissions, safety, fuel use, noise, and other flow-produced physical impacts with the travel volumes and flow characteristics resulting from the IVHS improvement. For example, to evaluate whether candidate IVHS strategies are compatible with CAAA requirements, the framework links the travel demand model with the mobile source emissions models to assess air quality impacts. Currently available emissions and other impact models that use flow volumes and travel conditions as inputs are relatively easy to adapt to an IVHS evaluation.

Measuring the mobility improvements from IVHS on the basis of the behavioral unit of travel—namely the trip—has advantages not only for evaluating user benefits but also for measuring air quality impacts. For example, well over half of vehicle emissions from even a long (20-mi) summer automobile commute are caused by the trip being made in the first place—the combination of trip start emissions and hot soak emissions at the trip end—not by the VMT on the links of the network.

Ultimately, it is important to recognize that estimation of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions (for example) from motor vehicles is a complex process that requires a substantial amount of information on the amount and type of travel, vehicle activity (start, cruise, idle, acceleration, deceleration, time between starts and trips), vehicle characteristics (type of vehicle, age, size, engine type, transmission system, antipollution devices, type of gasoline used), vehicle operating conditions (hot versus cold starts, engine temperature, vehicle load, speed of vehicle), environmental conditions (altitude, ambient temperature), and roadway conditions (horizontal and vertical alignments). An accurate estimation of the pollutants from vehicle emissions may necessitate analysis at a very detailed level, beyond the resources and data available for typical transportation planning studies.

Institutional factors will also dictate the inclusion of certain variables and relationships in the framework. These range from required output variables (e.g., specifically mandated air quality measures) to restrictions on the way the system can operate (e.g., liability governing when and how IVHS information can be presented) to whether IVHS develops as a stand-alone system or becomes part of a metropolitan information utility with consumers trading off many activities that compete for their time and money (potentially involving new layers of variables and relationships).

IMPLEMENTING IVHS EVALUATIONS

The evaluation modeling framework presented in this paper is designed explicitly to quantify the benefits of IVHS, including additional benefit measures to those from conventional transportation improvements, to avoid seriously underestimating the benefits from these improvements. Figure 6 presents a list of evaluation measures relevant for evaluating IVHS improvements that are in addition to those normally used to evaluate conventional transportation improvements. The additional user benefit measures in Figure 6 are the primary focus of this paper.

Ultimately, what is included in IVHS evaluations is linked to the goals set for IVHS: what travelers want and expect IVHS to accomplish. For example, some proponents of IVHS see the potential of IVHS strategies for internalizing some of the current external (social) costs of congested highway travel.
Travel Benefits

Without considering the total cost of their location decisions (4). IVHS is likely to play a role in promoting more informed activity location decisions in the long run, just as it informs such decisions in the short run.

The evaluation framework presented in this paper is intended to help guide the evaluation and selection of IVHS projects on the basis of their site-specific benefits and costs, rather than their desired results. Although the latter is entirely acceptable for planning a research program whose payoff cannot be known in advance, it is necessary to proceed to the next step of carefully evaluating operational field tests and advancing IVHS into its production mode. The causal framework described in this paper allows one to anticipate the important consequences of IVHS and therefore carry out benefit-cost analyses of new investments as well as collect the appropriate data for planning and evaluating operational field tests.
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